
 

Name City Comment

Twick Riverside Park TeamTwickenham This is what residents have been asking for for many years.

Richard Brown Twickenham The riverside should be for enjoying, not for parking.

emily saunders Twickenham Agreed - no carpark on our riverside. Within the entire riverside development there is no reason where the cars cannot 

be place in a non-obstructing position in relation to the river

Katherine Conlon Teddington I'm signing because this is so much better than the Council plan.

Brigitte Pickersgill Twickenham Twickenham deserves it and a lido would also attract families to this beautiful riverfront. NO SURFACE CARPARK

Brian Spencer Twickenham This is a far more pleasant and attractive development than all other proposals. It will add great value to Twickenham.

Gary Robinson Twickenham This is a once in a lifetime opportunity. Remove all car parking from the riverside to make it a genuine destination.

Sarah mackenzie Twickenham This is a once only opportunity to realise Twickenhams amazing potential, and leaving a car park on the most beautiful 

stretch of riverside is frankly crazy

francoise bencke Twickenham It would make our town more attractive and keep the feel of Twickenham instead of an enormous building which is not 

in keep with its surroundings.

Molly Waiting Fulham Twickenham residents deserve a riverfront that reflects our use!

Alison McCormick Twickenham This is the right thing to do to improve Twickenham.

Steve O'Pray Twickenham It would be a missed opportunity. Twickenham needs a proper town centre riverfront.

phil langton Twickenham I feel very strongly that we need to preserve the beautiful areas along our precious riverside.

Vincent Boembatz Teddington We don't need more ugly parking lots. We need more places for people to walk, cycle and relax and move away from 

using cars.

William Henry Hampton This has been overdue for decades. It's time to develop this are for the benefit of residents.

Kevin Francis Twickenham A viable solution for this area is needed that would give good access to the river from the high street.

Jeni Evans Twickenham This beautifulri reside location should be used creatively, for all to enjoy!

Don Rowlands Twickenham Twickenham needs a new social hub, and this is it.

Cameron Kelly Twickenham This gives the people a beating heart of Twickenham to be proud of. Let's make the most of our biggest asset the 

Waterfront and keep it free, open and safe.

Billy Mayfair Twickenham They worked in ancient Greece with the Agora,  Rome with the Forum.  Time for Twickenham to have a Town Square,  

with underground carpark for a vehicle free view!

John Milner Twickenham Fantastic.This does exactly what it says on the tin.A joined up town square and riverside park, with cars hidden from 

view.With a feature building and cafés/restaurants this will be a massive attraction for Twickenham town (watch out 

Richmond!).

Emma Hogan Twickenham Brilliant!

David Prentice TWICKENHAM A far better plan and finally an approach that makes the river front accessible and an attractive feature of Twickenham 

to be used and enjoyed rather than have it masked by a carpark!!!!! No stretch of the river from Weybridge to 

Westminster makes such poor use of their river frontage as we do currently.

Georgina Windsor Twickenham I think this is such a wasted chance to create something really special for generations to come. Why would want to 

spend time next to a car park full of NOX and PM10?

Emma Randle-Caprez Twickenham We need a scenic riverside and something to enhance the vitality of the area - no cars!

Susan Palmer Twickenham Look at how fabulous the river frontage is in Richmond. Let's not waste this opportunity to have a fabulous riverside in 

Twickenham.

Niall Boyle Hampton Sounds logical to hide the cars. I'm all for a Lido, as big a one as possible. Could be a focal point for music events, similar 

to Hampton Open air pool.

allan storer Twickenham I agree we desperately need space here in Twickenham. Let's not lose this opportunity to keep the riverside for the 

community. Space to breath and think is invaluable. Once lost never to be retrieved. The riverside belongs to the 

community not a precious few. It is criminal to deprive/rob this facility from the said community.

Fiona Sutherland Twickenham Our river is beautiful and twickenham deserves good public spaces

Helen Major Twickenham I'm signing because this design is the right way to go, and it's important the council, who represent the residents, make 

reasonable and informed choices that reflect the resident's requirements. Do what's right.

Mike Foster Teddington I moved here over 30 years ago because I loved the Embankment, Eel Pie, York House Gardens and the Thames. It was 

awful for much of that time because of the derelict swimming pool. The cafe, gardens and seating by the river are a 

huge improvement, but get rid of the cars from this wonderful riverside environment. I walk, cycle and kayak here 

regularly because it is special. But it'd be better as a public park than a car park.

Bridget Dunford Teddington Yes I want to see LBRUT make this into a spectacular public space to be enjoyed by all and not a bloody car park!

Dr Helen Gilbert Twickenham Twickenham Riverside is beautiful and everything should be done to enhance it for future generations - keep the cars 

away and develop the riverside for the local community to enjoy.

Alison Reed Twickenham I am signing because I believe that the new proposal will make a SIGNIFICANT difference to our Town

Jonathan Devereux Twickenham Keep our riverside free from cars! Let people enjoy the views and family space safely and cleanly.

Nikki Hambi Twickenham This is a perfect proposal, bringing a beautiful part of the riverside back to life, with a safe pedestrian only area, with no 

cars hampering the view.

Caroline Purvey Twickenham I want an emission free peaceful riverside to enjoy the new ambience. Put the parking underground like Richmond 

riverside, it works there, it's so obvious.

Geoffrey Deasy Twickenham Twickenham needs a new town square that is a real feature that people can be proud of and that people can enjoy with 

their family and kids

susanne morris Hampton Underground parking is brilliant idea - this will transform Twickenham, greatest asset is currently hidden and wasted

paul crew Twickenham Car parking on the riverside is unnecessary and ruins what could be a lovely riverside. Twickenham could be almost as 

nice as Richmond but has always lacked something. This scheme would give the town a huge boost.

Jean Howard Teddington It's high time Twickenham Riverside was an attractive resource for residents

stephanie comis London Car is not king. I am a car owner but last option. People need air , space, skyline., green spaces . If not , mental health 

issues increase

Henry Creed Twickenham This is a great opportunity to develop a green space and community area in the heart of Twickenham

Andrew Hall Twickenham I don't want a car park on our precious Twickenham riverside

Amy W London Twickenham riverside should be a beautiful, safe and engaging space - a real heart of the community.1 / 6
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Bonnie Green Hampton CourtWe're so lucky to be in a borough with the Thames running through it.  Let's exploit its splendour not spoil it.

Jane Mills Twickenham This is such a simple obvious design I can't believe the Council and Francis Terry haven't thought of it themselves.Please 

LBRUT, move the cars and give us a riverside park to compare with Richmond Riverside.As Lord True said when 

intoducing Twickenham Rediscovered a few years ago:'Why shouldn't Twickenham look just as good as Richmond? Why 

should Richmond be considered top class and Twickenham 2nd class? I don't accept that'.

patricia reid Richmond Our air quality in beautiful Richmond is dreadful.  We need to stop encouraging vehicles in to towns.  Lets walk, cycle, 

take public transport wherever we can and please let us not ruin a stunning riverside walk by parking cars in it.  I'm 

shocked this has even been considered.

Sophie Smeeton Twickenham We do have York House gardens, Marble Hill and Radnor Gardens. But all are only open during daylight. This vision will 

allow a continental feel to bring the community together, without paying for hefty restaurant bills. The performance 

area I hope will embrace the creative edge and encourage a culture diversity.

Rodney Read Twickenham People before cars!

Elizabeth Nash Richmond Historic Twickenham riverside must keep its open village aspect

Philippa Forbes Twickenham As a childminder I use the current Jubilee Gardens area regularly. However, the playground is more suited to older kids 

who only get to use it in school holidays and the Sunshine Cafe is awful. We love walking along the river and having a 

snack on one of the very few benches while we talk about ducks, geese, boats etc. But there are so many cars 

constantly driving in the area due to the parking lot. Why not move the parking lot underground which is more secure 

and make this area more of a communal space, which enhances its surroundings?

Kathryn Shrimpton New Malden The river is beautiful... cars are not.

Chris Kurkjian Twickenham I very much prefer this architect's thoughtful suggestion of enhancing the waterfront, and using underground car 

parking.

Amanda Ribbans hampton hill Despite lots of beautiful new paving slabs and the-jigging the atmosphere in Twickenham town centre has remained 

pretty similar to how it was before. This scheme would be a real improvement.

Anna White TWickenham Twickenham needs a heart for 100% of its people, not a car park and more luxury flats for the 1%

Will Pemberton Twickenham Less cars should be in Twickenham, therefore less parking created with more pedestrian open space available.  

Twickenham is growing its residential capacity and with that come more families, more effort needs to be made to 

create the right spaces.

Mary I'Anson Twickenham Twickenham is where I live . If you consult residents and then ignore what they have asked for how undemocratic is that 

. Trust for our Politicians is disappearing fast . Give us our Car free Riverside please .

Peter Rogers Twickenham The council's proposed scheme continues to hide our lovely riverside from the town centre.

Katie Mansfield Twickenham I think the whole community should be able to enjoy one of the areas best assets - the river.  Car parking should be 

provided but not in the most desirable place.

Louise Roper Twickenham This is an opportunity to revive Twickenham as a place to be, not just go through on the way to Richmond or Kingston. 

For that good public spaces are needed and we need to be clever with car parking, so put it under the ground not 

above.

Robin Narayan Twickenham We need to preserve our open spaces. Encouraging people to walk around taking selfies in well design public spaces has 

to be better than cluttering and polluting the environment with more cars.

Vicky Barton Twickenham Parking is not the main event and priority should be given to a reason to come and visit Twickenham- the river!

Christopher Squire Twickenham This petition will achieve nothing: the council pays attention only to ones that are on its own website and include 

verifiable proof of residence of every signatory:‘Petitions must include: .  .place of residence, work or study, but this 

must be located in the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames.

Twick Riverside Park Twickenham Chris, thanks for your comment .You are correct that LBRuT are incredibly fussy about the type of petition used. But 

their own petition is very unfriendly (presumably deliberately so) which is why so few people choose to use it.We have 

now got 850 signatures, virtually all from Twickenham (with postcodes). We also have more than 100 fantastic 

comments.All of these will be submitted to LBRuT and also to the upcoming planning application. We think LBRuT would Lynn Faulds Wood Twickenham I'm signing because I've lived in Twickenham for 23 years & cannot understand why the car is king on a potentially 

beautiful public amenity like the riverside.

Mandy Scott-Johnson Teddington Because LBRUT just don’t listen to what the people of the town actually want

Caroline Robertson Hampton Hill It is a much more aesthetically pleasing option, with safer community space and uninterrupted access to the river  

creating a much more pleasant area for everyone.

Liz Grant Kew Twickenham deserves better than an inane unattractive and depressing town centre which takes advantage of its 

wonderful riverside position.

David Jacobs TWICKENHAM We need to remove cars from the Riverside.

Anne Bramley Twickenham Twickenham needs a focal point for its community.

Janet Slingsby Twickenham I'm signing because we have waited 30+ years for a good development on this site. Car parking is essential but should 

be hidden as much as possible. I know it is all expensive but we have waited a very long time....And a boost for 

Twickenham should ultimately bring more money into the town and to the Council.

Anna White TWickenham Are there vested interests on the council? Can't think of a single other reason why in 2017 we should be putting cars 

ahead of pedestrians and cyclists.

John Austin Twickenham I think vehicles on the riverside  would seriously detract fom the attractiveness of the scheme. Imagine what Richmond 

riverside would look like with rows of parked cars in front of it, blocking the river views.  The residents of Richmond 

would never allow it of course, so why expect us in Twickenhams to allow cars on our precious riverside?

Carole Tucker Twickenham We must preserve what is left of Twickenham

William Bossert Twickenham This is an inspiring concept that gives Twickenham a riverside heart.

tim yates Twickenham I dont want cars to take priority over people. We need public space.

tom lowe Twickenham It's crazy to have one of the best parts of Twickenham used as a car park

Charlotte Hatton Twickenham We live in Twickenham, with our young daughters, and we support preserving the river promenade, from cars and 

pollution, whilst also creating a integral central hub for the town.Liz Skivington Twickenham Because for as long as I have lived in Twickenham I have been waiting this 'new' development!! 42 years is a long time 

to wait. Twickenham is ripe for a fantastic and forward thinking new build to bring it into line with its neighbours. 

Twickenham has as much to offer as Teddington and Richmond it just doesn't shine quite so brightly!

David Johnston Twickenham Exessve car parking. Poor urban planning. Inappropriate architecture
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Simon Morris Twickenham The proposal sounds much better than all others

Gillian Corner Twickenham I don't parking on Twickenham riverside or overlarge buildings there.

Nicky Rayner Twickenham What's the point of expensive consultation, to then dismiss the comments relating to parking, one of the major issues 

for the proposed development.

Tricia Ford Twickenham Stop destroying this beautiful area, keep it as it is meant to look. Please don't add too many buildings that are not in 

keeping with the environment!

CARL CROSS London I firmly believe the riverside should belong to the residents of Twickenham and not just car owners near by!

susanne hackett Twickenham The resources for people to enjoy their beautiful town have been diminishing as population and cars have eaten up 

spaces. Before Twickenham is reduced to just another parking lot town, do something clever and put people's 

enjoyment and leisure of this beautiful spot first.

Patricia Hayes Twickenham When will the Council listen to the people?

Helen Baker Twickenham Our wonderful Twickenham riverside has been blighted by a car park for decades. If the riverside is being re-designed, 

this area needs to be part of the new design. A solution for the parking needs of all residents needs to be found which  

does not continue to blight thie riverside for future generations

Antony Bird London A beautiful setting cannot as yet be enjoyed by all. This would help enormously.

J Lang Richmond We need a riverside that works for people not for cars.

Andrea Dalton Twickenham We need a central community focus in our town, rather than it being g a drive through town

Martin Henley Teddington Previous attempts by local politicians have ignored public responses. Which is why they've come a cropper. The site 

deserves a riverside park for all. This has potential.

Julian Bell Twickenham I'm signing because I care about my local environment.

Linda Baird Twickenham I have lived in Twickenham all my life and in my youth enjoyed the wonderful facility that was Twickenham swimming 

pool. Since it's closure we have been waiting for something like this to be implemented.Throughout historyTwickenham 

and the river has been a place people came to from far and wide to spend some leisure time. Now we have the 

opportunity to give the riverside back to the people. Don't waste it!

Mark Gerlings Barnes Hooray! We can only hope this council sees sense and accepts this petition.An Eel Pie residents' carpark could always be 

built on the opposite Surrey side of the river...

Adam Browne London Because after living in Twickenham for the past 32 years it’s high time something sensible was done with this prime 

piece of real estate. Car parking is not the way forward !

Sue KENNEDY Twickenham The swimming pool closed over 30 years ago and it's misch match has gone on and on. STOP fiddling around and get on 

with the job. NO cars, put them underground. If it can be done in Richmond it can be done in Twickenham. Get on with 

the job STOP wasting residents money and listen to what we want. This is a ridiculous plan that a 5 year old could have 

done better. A real disgrace Council I am ashamed to live in Twickenham with this dirty, run down, rat infested area 

which has been like this for nearly three decades. As I said a real DISGRACE.

Catherine Thompson Twickenham I'm signing because I believe our riverside, with cars removed enabling people to enjoy river-based and riverside 

activities, and perhaps an independent signature restaurant, cultural centre and public space, would create a true Heart 

for Twickenham and generate more business for local traders.

Deon Lombard Twickenham Hi Catherine -You are spot on,  and over 1000 people on this petition agree with you. We must stop this travesty in its 

tracks. It will ruin this riverside site and any hope for providing a proper town square and park with cars out of view.

Ellen Purton Twickenham It's absurd that the Council wants to continue to use our precious stretch of public riverside as a car park.   There is ONE 

major problem with Twickenham riverside, and it's the one problem they just won't address.  Maddening.

Ghislaine Inwood Twickenham Yet again the council don’t listen to what the residents want.

Ellen Purton Twickenham This is a wonderful plan -- bravo to its designers.  This is the what the Council should have done to begin with, instead of 

continuing to waste our river frontage on a car park.Jayne Nelson Twickenham It's a riverside, not a car park. Why would ANYBODY think cars are a good idea? Get rid of them!

Adam Tarshis Twickenham Prime riverside land should not be used as a car park.

Kristina Farrell Twickenham We are blessed with a magnificent riverside setting. Let's be able to sit by the river and enjoy it rather than give the view 

to the cars. Madness.

Antony Geddes Twickenham We need to create a heart that we can all be proud of and relax in. By taking the cars away the square will feel like a 

safe haven in which you can relax. There is such a strong presence of cars already in twickenham, let’s keep the 

riverside for landscaping, seating and wildlife, not cars

Donald MacCallum Isleworth The riverfront should be an open space to be enjoyed by everyone

Penelope ChamberlainTwickenham Cars destroy what could be a delightful vista.   Richmond’s view of the river is far superior.  Why ?   No cars.

Sue Betts Twickenham This is a golden opportunity to make the riverside car free and people friendly which has overwhelming support 

Simon Cairnes Twickenham I use the area every day and it is an absolute madness that such a beautiful area is little better than an NCP

Yolande Channon Twickenham A town square the size of 2 tennis courts is not a viable community space - even the village in Devon where I come from 

has a larger square than this. The overall scheme is very disappointing.  Why so much building? Why so high? It can only 

be to make profit from the dwelling units they will sell. An architect would not draw such a high-density building 

scheme without this specific brief being supplied by the council. This proposal does not open up the rover front from 

the high street. And by keeping the parking by the river, it continues to cut the river off from the community scheme by 

a road and then row of cars. The proposal is not holistic and needs to be bolder in its re-design of the area right down to 

the water's edge, rather than leave the existing road and parking as it is. This is Twickenham's future - why should we be 

the generation that was so short-sighted? We have the opportunity to leave a much better legacy than the one 

proposed........

Kathleen McGraw Twickenham Twickenham badly needs to use one of their best assets, the riverside to attract people and remove car parking, to 

provide a safer place for visitors and residents. Underground parking is a fantastic idea and will in coming years be a 

necessity, given the rising volume of cars.

Stephen Clark Teddington Twickenham desperately needs a focus to attract visitors and locals to its town centre. This should include a live music 

performance venue.

Chris Sturgess London I think this groups vision and objectives will bring the most socio-economic benefits to Twickenham and those who live 

and work there
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Henri Pickersgill Twickenham The plans they have for Twickenham riverside are horendous. These revised plans are perfect and far better fitting to 

the already beautiful Twickenham.

John O'Hara London This is a special site and should be designed with great care the proposed plan is a poor concept with little merit . Do 

not waste a once in a life time opportunity to make historic statement that will have true meaning for the riverside. 

Reject this dull proposal.

Carol Lawless Twickenham When you look at the river you don't want a road and cars in your line of vision.

Rachel Brown Twickenham Im signing because this would be a great improvement on Twickenham's town centre!

Chris Lombard Twickenham The "generations to come" mentioned towards the end of this article happens to include me, as a 17 year old, and I'm 

appalled that the council think that they can go ahead and build an atrocious eyesore that around 99% of people in 

Twickenham hate. My Dad happens to have designed this beauty you see before you, and it's clearly the way that the 

riverside should have been used from the start. I desperately want this dream to be properly realised and beautifully 

built by 2021.

Alison Townsley London There has been a history of bad decisions over this space.  People have been arguing about this area for over 30 years. 

It'seems about time local people and a healthy environment were prioitised above motor vehicles. This would be a 

chance to regenerate the centre of Twickenham in a positive way - at the moment it looks tatty and run down. We 

desperately need more open space for locals and visitors alike. It would also encourage people to visit the area  ( by 

public transport ! ).

Ed Randall Twickenham This council,  whichever colour is in power at the time,  just does not seem able to "get" what people want with this 

development - and it's taken 25 years!Now come on,  LISTEN TO US and get this right.

Brigitte Pickersgill Twickenham It ticks all the boxes and will enhance this hidden part of Twickenham for all to enjoy.

Karen Nicholls Feltham We do not need even more traffic in Twickenham. It’s a beautiful town which will be blighted by parked cars if this goes 

ahead. I am not against cars, I drive virtually everywhere, however I can appreciate when beautiful riverside views need 

to be preserved

alexander gregory London Great concept! The current scheme for an oversized 1980s Croydon inspired development has no redeeming features. 

Why is everyone so scared to compete with Richmond and it's pedestrian waterfront?

Josh Ward Twickenham This would make absolute sense and the thought of reinstating a swimming pool in the guise of a Lido would be a great 

resource and draw for the area!

Marjorie Beebee Hampton I think its of utmost importance that this area is pedestrianised to make a real feature of Twickenham Riverside with it's 

history and variety. There's enough traffic everywhere else, and a  safe area for families is important - I always feel sad 

that the parked cars there are a blight on the area, and why should they get the view? - hide them with maybe less 

pollution on the riverside as well? There's only one chance to get this right, and now's the time.

Dorothy Powell London This is SUCH an important site, with an opportunity to create something exceptional; and the current proposals are, I 

think, uninspired. The buildings look clumsy, and using the edge of the river as a car park is just AWFUL.

Lesley Stubbins Twickenham Twickenham deserves an openspace facing the river to provide local amenity for everyone in the area free from cars 

where children are not at risk.

Jean Hall Hounslow we lost our beautiful swimming pool years ago. The pool was our way of meeting our friends and spending all Summer 

holidays the way youngsters should. Having fun. So we need to the best thing now.No cars parking  We will only get one 

shot at this , lets us get it right for the people of Twickenham

Dorothy Powell London If you’ve got a riverside site, why not THINK river, instead of putting up a load of brick buildings that could be 

anywhere?  And using the waters edge as a CAR PARK?  With Waitrose multi storey, Holly Road and a rail station nearby, 

and umpteen buses passing the site?  Why not USE the river?  Have small boat moorings, run river buses from 

Richmond, Teddington, wherever?  Proximity to the river is one of the glories of Twickenham,  and these plans don’t 

reflect this at all.

Anna Peters Twickenham A car park has no place near our beautiful riverside.

Isabel Elder Twickenham We need open space and an attraction that draws people to twickenham and makes us locals proud to reside here. The 

parking is solely used by eel pie residents. Pop down at 6am and you'll see it's full. It's not a town centre car park but a 

private one for those who chose to live car free on an island but who want to own a car.

Stephanie Bowden Twickenham This area should become a beautiful public space, but the council never listen to the local people

Trevor Hodder Twickenham Looks like the best solution yet.

Suzanne Ross Twickenham I love the new design however, I assume the good idea of an underground car park for shoppers, visitors and new 

residents will mean a lot of cars trying to get out of Wharf Lane into a left hand turn only. Many will want to go back 

into the town or A316 so will have to find a way through via Strawberry Hill or one of the residential side roads back into 

the High Street which won't be easy and could create a bottle neck. There'll need to be a sign post telling them how to 

navigate around Twickenham.

Deon Lombard Twickenham Hi Suzanne -That is entirely the case at present. We would be able to improve the bottleneck by removing parking from 

Wharf Lane and improving the turning into King Street.Twick Riverside Park Twickenham That's a good point. A possible option would be to have another exit back onto Water Lane.

David Prentice TWICKENHAM Couldn't agree more..... the point of a riverside development is that it should be &quot;Riverside&quot; not have the 

river the other side of the road from the development!! the councils excuse that the parking in Twickenham is a subject 

to a separate report and study is a complete travesty once their plan is in place there will be no going back and then 

scrapping the parking and trying to retro fit the area into the development the issue needs addressing as part of the site 

as a whole first time around.

Julie Hill Twickenham Very imaginative concept unlike the Council's Riverside housing estate.  Removing parking from the Embankment (and 

creating an underground car park and utilising the Council's private underground car park) will totally transform the 

Riverside and make it a far more pleasant and safe place to relax.  Under the Council's current plans, MORE cars will be 

using the shared area and also having to drive through high tide flood water in order to access the private underground 

car park purely for the new residents.

Julie Hill Twickenham The underground car park in the Council's plan is PURELY for the residents of the flats.  There is NO access to it for 

shoppers.    In addition, the 40+ new cars will all have to use Poulett Gardens as a rat run if they want to drive to 

Richmond or more traffic will be diverted along Church Street (when it isn't closed ....)
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Deon Lombard Twickenham David -You are absolutely right - a completely cynical move by the council, and quite insulting to our intelligence. One 

cannot 'retrofit' parking once a scheme is in place - or I suppose one can, and make even more of a shambles than that 

which they are currently proposing.

Graham Strudwick Twickenham I have completed the Council questionnaire for the plans developed Oct 17 and noted that from the beginning I have 

been asking for the car parking to be removed from the riverside. I have also asked for the scale of the development to 

be reduced and for more space for the Town Square. Your sketches largely show what I had in mind - so well done in 

visualising what I believe many Twickenham residents really want.

Vanessa James Twickenham I believe that the Twickenham Riverside Park is a much more attractive, sustainable and effective use of the riverside 

space. The Richmond Council proposal should does not potentialise the beautiful views of the river. Twickenham needs 

to become its own personality not a poor relative to Richmond. We don't need lots more shops, a parking lot or more 

unaffordable apartments.

Twick Riverside Park Twickenham Even if the Council eventually move all the parking (very unlikely with the EPI lobbyists), the riverside road will remain 

because the service road will have been permanently closed.The Council have already done 3 parking surveys in 2 years, 

promising another is just a cynical sop.

Ian Thomson Twickenham Removal of cars will encourage people and generate far more pedestrians to enjoy the river than today. With the park 

area it will also improve our environment. It will generate more interest and passing trade.

Deborah Meyer Twickenham For all the reasons stated, particularly the Council performing a U turn on its 'promises'. As ever, this will come down to 

funding to implement but will doubtless not consider the longer term investment in quality of life, environment and 

local economy such a development will bring.

Ian Duncan Twickenham As to the interface, imagine the edge of the terrace in the proposed Council plan, but extended  across the road and car 

parking to the existing riverside walkway.  I can’t comment about costs as I haven’t seen any budget for either proposal.

Anne Thomas Teddington Typical of the council. ..they ask us what we want and then ignore it and do exactly what they want....it's meant to be 

for the people not for develovers to make more money.

rebecca hersey twickenham I agree that the council's proposal is a wasted opportunity. Twickenham riverside is such a lovely place and asset to this 

area, and yet they've come up with a boring, bland, domineering, corporate looking scheme, giving the parked cars the 

best views of the river. It actually beggars belief that the parking is right next to the river!! Nice one El Brute. On the 

other hand, love the scheme you've come up with - square, park, cafes, Riverside walk, boathouses. Lovely!

Simon Egan TEDDINGTON LBRUT survey completed and fundamental objections raised. The proposal is a municipal monstrosity, superficial and 

with no imagination, where car parking takes the prime space.

Caroline Gallop Twickenham There needs to be public open space on the riverside not shops, restaurants and hotels and especially cars.

Kelly Burley London We need to remove cars from the riverside - what is wrong with an underground public car park? The council has 

missed a golden opportunity to create a community focussed green space by the riverside rather than just dumping 

loads of flats, restaurants and fake boatsheds.

Damon Yates Twickenham We need to design for people and not cars!

Sally Wilson Hampton I feel strongly that this is a much nicer design than that proposed by the council, and will be much more attractive and 

safer for residents, visitors and children.

Mark Lawson Teddington Twickenham needs some architectural innovation to compliment its river frontage.

David Pattie Walsall? Great work, thanks to everyone involved with this proposal. You can't put a price on a solution such as this, it is so 

transformational that it will literally improve the lives of all residents infusing those on Eel Pie.Come on LBRUT, I know 

it's hard to admit you got it wrong but suck it up and do the right thing!

Janis Haves Twickenham This looks like a much better, more attrractive all round solution to Twickenhams riverside development.  I am a local 

resident and business owner

Bridget Hynard Twickenham I'm signing because I love the idea of a better view of the river, cars parked underground and the heart of the 

community being created through the Town Square.  Will there be space for any meeting places which people can hire, 

perhaps?)

Deon Lombard Twickenham Hi Bridget -The final brief will be driven by community needs. However,  the inducative proposals could provide 

community spaces as part of the family centre next to the playground, and/or as part of the lido development.

Nicola Clifford London I don’t want cars on the riverside. We are competing with beautiful Richmond and need to create a beautiful space

Dan Jagger Twickenham Twickenham Riverside should be an attractive environment for locals, families and visitors, not dominated by cars & 

trucks.

Judith Strong Twickenham This is a once only opportunity to revitalise the town centre and enhance the riverside which must not be lost

Benjamin Makins Twickenham This proposal is such a contrast to what the current Council offers. It's full of life and energy and on a human scale. It 

has character. It spreads the buildings out across the site rather then cramming them into one strip. The council's design 

is bland and boxy, dwarfing the people in it. The architecture has nothing to with Twickenham and overpowers the 

surrounding buildings in Water Lane and Church Street and on Eel Pie.

Jasmine Milner Twickenham It will be lovely to have a park and a playground by the riverside.Please can we have a swimming pool as well.

Twickenham Lido Twickenham Twickenham deserves a riverside to be proud of; something for the community. The inclusion of a Lido would be the 

icing on the cake. There is no reason to keep cars on the riverside when there are practical alternatives

Anthony Paish Barnes The success of this petition is important, not only for many local residents, but also for occasional visitors like me, 

particularly those accessing the site by cycle (I come this way from Barnes).

Ami Carpenter London The disdain and lack of democratic spirit shown by our council is flabbergasting. We deserve so much better. We are 

London's "happiest borough" and yet these dinosaurs are barring even the possibility of something which would be 

magnificent for our riverside and truly put Twickenham back on the map. Such a shame!

Susan Scorer Teddington I have worked for over 30 years on various proposals  -ever since the baths closed - to get a proper riverside park for 

pedestrians and cyclists with space to enjoy this important open space in its wonderful and historic position. It MUST 

NOT be cluttered up with CARS, preventing true riverside access for PEOPLE.

Mandy Scott-

Johnson

Teddington God help us all while Councillor Pamela Fleming is in post
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Name City Comment

Alastair Pailthorpe Twickenham This design shows that Twickenham can create a great focal point for the town centre, while ensuring that any housing 

and commercial properties are low key, but can still be used to attract finance for the proposal.

Gina Farren Twickenham The redevelopment should embrace the idea of creating a car free zone in this picturesque spot rather than filling the 

prime position with them.

John Keefe Twickenham As a borough resident, I want the riverside to have as much open access as possible. Such a proposal, with a pragmatic 

approach to parkin, should then be part of a wider aim of reducing & restricting car/other vehicle use across the 

borough.

Claire McGurk Twickenham The river views are a beautiful natural asset to the town. It is shameful that the Council are considering to continue to 

have this public London riverside space as a car park.

christine king Twickenham The people of Twickenham deserve something everyone can enjoy. Once it's lost, it's lost. Look at parts of Richmond 

riverside

Penelope 

Chamberlain

Twickenham The Pool should have been saved.   If you choose to live on an island you can’t expect a car parking space. GET RID OF 

THE CARS.

Jo-Anne Atkinson Twickenham THIS IS A ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE CENTRAL TWICKENHAM TRUELY BEAUTIFUL AND SOMEWHERE 

TO BE PROUD OF.  NOT ALLOWING CARS TO DOMINATE THE SCHEME IS REALLY FANTASTIC.

Felicity Wakefield Twickenham We could have a beautiful town square on the riverside with car parking moved away.

annie rushton Twickenham Please remove the cars from Twickenham Riverside and create a beautiful Riverside Park and Town Square

Chris Sturgess London The proposed development the council has put forward just simply isn`t good enough. The designs are uninspiring and 

really very dull. Twickenham urgently needs a heart, better shops and a decent underground parking solution to keep 

the beauty of the river front intact. There appears to be a complete disconnect between what the council are proposing 

and what Twickenham actually needs. The alternative plan pictured above appears far more attractive in my opinion.

Richard Stubbins Twickenham I’m signing as I want a safe and beautiful area around the river in the heart of Twickenham. A car park or parking is ugly. 

Look to Richmond and what a wonderful riverside development they have. No cars; pedestrian friendly and a real draw 

for people.

Tom Day Twickenham Car parking on the riverside ought to be removed entirely. The council ought to be encouraging public transport for 

environmental reasons and because it is currently, and will remain, a blight on what could be a stunning piece of 

riverside linking Twickenham to Richmond. One need only look at Richmond to see he benefits of a car free riverside. I 

expect that food and retail outlets would benefit from a pedestrian riverside to provide an attractive view for their 

customers. Allowing car parking on the riverside is counter productive and shortsighted.

Sue KENNEDY Twickenham This is a disgrace - more than 30 years and nothing has been done. A mess at every level - I was there yesterday, rubbish 

not collected, bins with no bin liners so can't be used and empty cans and bottles. The new plans are awful too. Stop 

cars parking or give us an underground car park. It works in Richmond why not in Twickenham.
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